UMBRIA CULINARY EXPERIENCE

4 days to discover and enjoy Umbria.
OUR SPECIAL FOCUS:
- Guided visits to Orvieto, Assisi e Perugia.
- Cooking-Class on savory products typical of the Umbrian tradition.
- WineTasting (especially about Sagrantino di Montefalco) in a local Cantina.
- Walk through the streets of Perugia with gastronomic stages

SCHEDULE

Day 1:
Meeting at the gate 1 of Termini Station in Rome or at
Fiumicino Airport, as needed. Departure for Orvieto and suggestive
visit of the underground city. Transfer to the hotel, in Perugia's countryside.
Welcome drink, time available and typical Umbrian dinner.
Day 2:
Breakfast. Take a buggy ride with a winery which is characterized by its
wines exclusively organic. Tasting of different varieties of wine combined with
platter of typical products. Transfer to Assisi, the city of Saint Francis, and visit to the
Superior Basilica, where are homed the famous frescoes by Giotto about the Holy Poor
life. Return to the hotel. Dinner.
Day 3:
Breakfast. Tasty urban trekking through the charming streets of Perugia. In
afternoon visit to the town of Gubbio. Return time available, dinner.
Day 4:
Breakfast. Cooking class on preparing savory local products
and sweet traditional Umbrian and later lunch. Return to Rome in the afternoon. End of
services.

SUMMARY: WHAT IS INCLUDED
Cost includes: Transfers, entrance to sites, guided tours where specified, Overnights in the
specified facilities, lunches in the specified facilities and modalities.
NOT INCLUDED: anything not specifically mentioned in the previous item.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Advances and Payments, Cancellation Policy and Health Insurance
For all programs there is a minimum of 8 participants and a maximum of 16 required. If the
total number of bookings is less than 8 total participants, LandinItaly reserves the option to
cancel the program; therefore we invite you to proceed with the purchase of airline tickets
and hotel rooms with reimbursable programs.
At the booking a 30% of the total has to be paid. The total balance has to be paid 60 days
prior to commencement of the travel date.
You can cancel your reservation up to 61 days before the trip, losing 50% of the advance
payment. After this date will be able to, at most, transfer your booking to someone else,
losing 33% of the advance payment. The final decision about the possible return of the
ammount already paid is still assigned to the staff of LandinItaly.
We reserve the right, however, to recommend subscribing to health and cancellation
insurance.

DO YOU WISH A PERSONALIZED ITINERARY?
Make your request and send it to info@landinitaly.com
You'll receive our e-mail and, as soon as possible, a full prospect for an organized trip ...
Especially for you!

